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MESSAGES 
FROM TWO INSTITUTIONS

“The Møller Institute utilises a distinctive 
and contemporary approach in the 
design and delivery of executive 
learning and development. This 
approach builds on nearly 30 years 
of experience providing leaders with 
the tools and strategies to drive 
organisational, team and individual 
growth.”

-- Richard Leather
Managing Director,

The Møller Institute,

Churchill College, University of Cambridge

“Since our founding, CKGSB has 

aimed to cultivate transformative 

business leaders with a global 

vision, a humanistic spirit, a strong 

sense of social responsibility and 

an innovative mind-set, so that they 

embrace innovation and strive for 

social and global good.”

-- XIANG Bing
Founding Dean,

Professor of China Business and Globalisation,

Cheung Kong Graduate School of Business



Click or scan to join

IGNITING
INNOVATION FOR 
IMPACT
Co-designed, Delivered and Duly Certificated by Møller Institute, 

Churchill College, University of Cambridge & Cheung Kong 

Graduate School of Business
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WHAT
IMPACT INNOVATION
Impact innovation is the application of 
innovation principles across all aspects of our 
work, consciously engaging with the social, 
environmental, and economic implications of what 
we do and how to navigate these areas.

The Igniting Innovation for Impact 

programme draws together different 

strands of impact innovation and 

brings a leadership lens which supports 

participants to create long-lasting and 

genuine impact through their roles and organisations. To truly understand the 

impact we can have on the world around us we need to have a broad perspective – 

we can only do this through engaging with others from different contexts, and who 

have different perspectives and experiences. This programme draws together a 

global community and a unique partnership from East and West which helps us 

understand global shifts, the possibilities of the future, and the foundations of 

today.

This joint programme by Cheung Kong Graduate School of Business (CKGSB) and 

the Møller Institute of Churchill College in the University of Cambridge is part of 

a broader programme, Impact Leadership in the Era of Global Disruptions, which 

aims to build a leadership ecosystem to support the development of leaders who 

embrace their role in a global environment. Participants will develop insights, 

foresights and wisdom that allow them to stay ahead of the curve and navigate 

the frontiers of transformation in a turbulent world. 

The Møller Institute is part of a centuries-old seat of learning that has originated 

much of the disruptive knowledge which has shaped our world, while CKGSB is 

at the heart of the next wave of disruption, home to over 35 “Unicorns” which 

impact on the global economy. This programme is a unique opportunity to blend 

perspectives, knowledge and insights from East and West, building a platform for 

participants to build resilient, future-oriented and innovative businesses. Drawing 

together the best of UK and China, experiencing this programme is essential for 

any leader whose goal is setting the path for future success.
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PROGRAMME HIGHLIGHTS
Two world-class institutions, recognised in both East and West that 

provides:

A long-term and global view on how organisations and their leaders can best 
organise themselves for impact innovation

A comparative perspective on innovation from both the East and the West, integrating 
knowledge from multiple disciplines

Opportunities to hear from leading speakers and organisations on how they have 
managed to balance business and social impact

A platform for individuals to examine their own leadership and build new practices 
and behaviours for the future for others to follow

LIVE VIRTUAL CLASS 
Programme Overall Rating: 9.35/10 
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WHO
This joint programme by CKGSB and the Møller Institute aims to foster a new 

generation of business leaders, leading positive disruption with empathy 

and compassion. It is open to entrepreneurs and executives interested in 

furthering the common good while unleashing the power of Impact Innovation 

for sustained commercial success.

We welcome participants from both for-profit and non-profit organisations 

from around the globe who are looking to expand horizons on impact innovation 

from both the West and the East.  In addition, professionals work in an advisory 

capacity to companies with a desire to introduce or reposition themselves in 

relation to innovation will also benefit from this programme.  

To further leverage the value and impact of this programme, we encourage 

companies to send cross-functional teams of executives to this live & virtual 

programme.  We offer group enrolment benefits to companies sending three 

or more participants. 

Participants’ Impact Stories
WHAT DOES IMPACT MEAN TO YOU? (CLICK TO WATCH THE VIDEO)

Programme
Alumni

103 
participants from 28 
countries

85% 
of them are C Suite

23 serial 
entrepreneurs
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TO YOU

TO YOUR ORGANISATION

· Review different approaches 
to innovation and the outcomes 
they create, integrating strategies 
for positive disruption into your 
organisations

· Apply global perspectives & 
mindsets to formulate disruptive 
innovations and create sustainable 
solutions for your stakeholders

· Establish strategies, processes and 
behaviours within your organisations 
which lead to purposeful impact 
innovation

· Deliver responsible and commercially 
sustainable growth via impact 
innovation 

· Empower next generation of 
disruptive innovators & impact leaders 
to secure future company success 

· Discover the concept of impact 
innovation and be able to position 
yourselves and your organisations 
within it

· Understand the role in leader in aligning 
social, economic and environmental 
good from both East and West 
perspectives

· Explore the multiple faces of 
innovation and how it creates a route 
to thrive within a disrupted world

· Identify the relationship between social 
and commercial good and develop 
business models you can adopt to align 
these

· Acquire unparalleled global networks 
with like-minded leaders to create 
personal and professional connections 
for future success

· Activate an impact innovation project 
as part of a team for development 
within and beyond programme

THE OVERVIEW 
BENEFITS
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HOW
This live and virtual programme offers an opportunity to build deep insights and 

long-lasting networks. It requires a high level of participant engagement through 

class discussions, case studies and interactive presentation opportunities.

 

The programme is delivered in 5 weeks. For each week, it consists of live sessions 

with leading faculty and industry experts; faculty facilitated group discussions and 

self-guided online learning. 

Participants will have direct access to Programme Co-Directors from both CKGSB 

and the Møller Institute throughout the programme and opportunities for peer 

learning and networking through various group activities and events during and 

post the programme.  

23 hours in 5 weeks 
(2/3 of which is live and direct interactions with faculties, industry 
experts and fellow participants)

LIVE Introductory Session

LIVE Learning
with 
Faculties
(Monday)

LIVE Public Event: iTalk Special

Self-guided leadership development (Online Learning Platform)

In each week (Live sessions start from 12pm UK Time) :

LIVE Facilitated 
group project on 
impact innovation 
(Thursday)

LIVE Learning
with 
Practicitioners
(Tuesday)
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WEEK 3

Our Shared Future:
Innovating for social 
good

Successful social 

innovation approaches 

and strategies which 

are changing the 

world around us as we 

shift towards system 

which focuses not 

just on growth but on 

maximising human 

well-being and how we 

want to live.

WEEK 4

Future Earth: 
Harnessing innovation 
for a better planet 

An examination of how 

innovation provides 

the route to creating 

a sustainable future 

for the planet and how 

impact entrepreneurs 

from both the East 

and the West are 

innovating for a net-

zero 2050 planet. 

WEEK 5

Impact Leadership: 
Activating impact 
innovation for good

Share your vision 

for impact with our 

community, and 

take the first steps 

towards activating 

the potential of your 

impact innovation.

WEEK 0

Preparing to create 
impact

To begin the 

programme, join 

fellow students as we 

plan for the weeks 

ahead and build the 

relationships which will 

form the foundations 

of our community.

WEEK 1

Driving impact in a 
disruptive world 

Exploring the trends 
on global investment 
and trading system, 
global governance, 
and geo-economics 
and geo-politics in an 
era of a confluence of 
technological, social, 
political, and geopolitical 
disruptions, e.g. US-
China decoupling. It 
will set the scenes for 
aspiring leaders/
innovators on how 
to drive impact in a 
disruptive world.

WEEK 2

Disruptive Technologies: 
Cutting-edge 
technologies and the 
impact on our world

Understanding the 4th 

Industrial Revolution 

which is bringing 

together digital, 

physical and biological 

systems that will 

change us – humans 

and how we live our 

lives.
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EAST & WEST
PROGRAMME CO-DIRECTORS

Richard HILL
PROGRAMME CO-DIRECTOR

Head of Knowledge and Learning 

of the Møller Institute, 

Churchill College, 

University of Cambridge.

JI BO
PROGRAMME CO-DIRECTOR

Chief Representative for Europe, 

Assistant Dean of Global 

Executive Education,

CKGSB.
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SUN BAOHONG
FACULTY - WEEK2

Dean’s Distinguished 

Chair, Professor of 

Marketing, Associate 

Dean for Americas,

CKGSB;

PhD, University of 

Southern California.

ZHU RUI (JULIET)
FACULTY - WEEK3

Professor of Marketing, 

Academic Director for 

EMBA Program, Director 

of the Social Innovation 

and Business for Good 

Centre, CKGSB; PhD. 

University of Minnesota 

Minneapolis.

XIANG BING
FACULTY - WEEK 1

Founding Dean, 

Professor of China 

Business and 

Globalisation, CKGSB; 

PhD. University of 

Alberta; Previously 

taught: HKUST, Peking 

University.

Tim MINSHALL
FACULTY - WEEK 2

Dr John C Taylor 

Professor of Innovation; 

Head of the Institute for 

Manufacturing; 

Fellow of Churchill 

College, 

University of Cambridge.

...
FACULTY - WEEK5

...

James STACEY
FACULTY - WEEK4

Partner at ERM, Global 

Director Climate 

Change & Low Carbon 

Economy Transition; 

Fellow, University of 

Cambridge Institute 

for Sustainability 

Leadership.

FACULTIES
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18k+
Alumni, 50% of whom

are at the Chairman

or CEO level

20%
of China’s most

valuable brands are 

run by CKGSB alumni

35
Unicorns are created 

at CKGSB in the 

last 5 years

76
of Fortune China’s 2020 

Top 500 companies are 

run by CKGSB alumni

23
alumni listed in Forbes 

China Philanthropy List

in 2021

7
alumni named among 

Forbes China’s “50 

Best CEOs” in 2021

Jack MA

Founder,

Alibaba Group

CHEN Yidan

Co-Founder,

Tencent

Kelly ZHANG

CEO,

Bytedance

Ralph SPETH

CEO, Jaguar 

Land Rover

WANG Xiaochuan

CEO,

Sogou

ZHOU Hongyi

President,

Qihoo360

ABOUT CKGSB & Notable Alumni
Cheung Kong Graduate School of Busines (CKGSB) is the preeminent choice for 
management education among influential business leaders and a new generation of 
disruptors in China. It is also the preferred institution for academics returning to China 
from globally-leading business schools. Since its establishment in November 2002, 
CKGSB has aimed to

cultivate transformative business leaders with a global vision, 
a humanistic spirit, a strong sense of social responsibility and 
an innovative mind-set.

Today, CKGSB stands apart from other business 
schools for its:

40+ Full-time world-class faculty and research excellence 

Unrivalled China insight

Unparalleled alumni network in China

As a leading business school in Greater China, CKGSB 
is transforming itself into a truly global business 
school. It has been:

Positioning itself for East Asia (China, Korea, Japan and 

ASEAN countries) with unmatched insight and alumni network

Fostering a global ecosystem for next-generation economic 

disruptions that promotes entrepreneurship and innovation

Emphasising social innovation to inspire future business 

leaders to be socially minded.
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The Møller Institute is an agile, executive education and research business enabling organisations to 
transform themselves and their organisations to create a positive impact. Established within Churchill 
College in the world-leading University of Cambridge we work alongside some of the brightest and biggest 
minds on the planet.

Our original purpose was to bring together the best of relevant academia and business for professional 
development and education to benefit our clients. We build deep, long-term client relationships to create 
impact and positive outcomes by leveraging and accessing opportunities across Churchill College, its 
Fellowship, the Churchill Archives Centre and the University of Cambridge, as well as the innovative and 
vibrant business community in Cambridge, London and internationally.

We are passionate about developing people to maximise their full personal and professional potential 
to benefit their organisations and create a positive impact on society. All profits generated through our 
programmes are covenanted back to support student learning and development in Churchill College and 
its wider community.

Part of the University of Cambridge, Churchill College is an open, progressive and outward-looking centre 
of excellence. Receiving its Royal Charter in 1960, Churchill College, is the national and Commonwealth 
memorial to Sir Winston Churchill. It is the embodiment of his vision of how higher education can benefit 
society in the modern age.

Like the thirty other colleges in Cambridge University, Churchill College is committed to outstanding 
academic achievement; 32 College Members have won the Nobel Prize. The College foundation specifies 
a focus in mathematics, science and technology, with 70% of its students studying subjects in these fields. 

Churchill also has many students in the arts and humanities and academic teaching and 
performance is outstanding across the board.

The Møller Institute has more than 15 years of experience in designing and delivering Executive Education 

programmes. We partner with clients to design inspiring high impact programmes that address specific 

business needs and deliver practical and impactful executive leadership programmes to customers 

focused on improving organisational and individual potential. Our Faculty consists of both academics from 

the University of Cambridge and leading practitioners in different industries in the UK.

Partners & Clients

ABOUT Møller Institute ,  Churchill College,
University of Cambridge
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THE Industry Experts &
ADVISORY BOARD

DR. KLAUS MAYER 
Former Member of the Board, 

Global Head 
of Quality and Sustainable 

Products, 
REWE Group Buying GmbH.

HE GANG
Editor–in-Chief of CAIJING 

Magazine
Editor–in–Chief of Harvard 
Business Review (Chinese 

Edition)
Board Director of Club Med 

Holding (France).

XIANGYANG (JEFF) ZHUANG 
Intel Fellow, Next Generation and 

Standards Technologist, Radio and 
Modem Technology 

QUNKAI (KEVIN) LIU
General Manager France,

Alipay, Ant Financial Group,
Alibaba

DR. ZHOU ZHAO CHENG
Executive Director and  Chief 

Strategy Officer,
Haidilao International Holding Ltd.  

BRUNO ROCHE 
Founder and Executive 

Director of 
Economics of Mutuality 

Former Chief Economist of 
Mars, Incorporated 
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KEN DYTOR 
Founder and Executive Chair Urban 

Catalyst, Non Executive Board 
Member, Thames Estuary Growth 

Board.

KURT HARRISON
Co-Head, Global 

Sustainability Practice; 
Russell Reynolds Associates.

JIANNONG (JIM) QIAN 
Senior Vice President of 

Fosun; Chairman, Executive 
Director and CEO of Fosun 

Tourism & Commercial 
Group; Co-President of 
China Momentum Fund; 

ALAN CHEUNG
Founder, GreenAcre Capital 

Management Limited; Founding 
President, Entrepreneurs’ 
Organization (EO); Tokyo 
Metropolitan Chapter.

CAI SHIYIN
CEO, Shanghai Yucheng Culture 
Development Co. Deputy Dean; 
Ancient Ceramics Art College, 

Ningbo University; Chairperson, 
Yucheng Education; Foundation; 
Founder & CEO, Dialogue in the 
Dark (China) Social Enterprise.

DANIEL MARCOS
Co-founder & CEO, Growth 

Institute; CEO, ExO Education; YPO 
& EO Member; Singularity University 

Ambassador.

DENES BAN
Managing Partner, OurCrowd; 

Serial Entrepreneur and 
Investor; Speaker at Harvard, 
Kellogg, INSEAD TechCrunch 
Winner; Former Diplomat for 

European Trade Mission.

DR. FRANK-JÜRGEN RICHTER
Chairman,Horasis.

ANN ROSENBERG
Executive Sustainability Tech 
Advisor; Co-Founder of SDG 
Ambition UNGC; UN Women 

GICC Member; TEDx Speaker 
and Goalkeeper; SVP for 

Sustainable Development at 
Wood. 
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MALGORZATA BONIKOWSKA PHD 
President, Center for International 

Relations.

MARINA MALHÃO-PEREIRA
Secretary General, Portu-
guese Family Businesses 

Association.

METIN GUVENER 
Founding Chairman, The Salon; 
Co-Founder, Impact 17+1 Club.

RICHARD GEORG ENGSTRÖM
Founder & Executive 

Director, The One Initiative.

SERGIO RADOVCIC
Founder & CEO, DYPER;Founder, 

Fitful.

MALCOLM SWEETING 
Pro Chancellor and Chair, 

The Open University; Former 
Global Senior Partner at 

Clifford Chance.

SHALOO GARG
Managing Director; Growth Stage 

Startups & Unicorns, Microsoft.

YANG DU
Associate of the 

Møller Institute; Former 
Vice Chairman of the 
Asset; Management 

Association of Hong Kong; 
Former Managing Director 

N.B. Confirmation of guest speak-

ers’ attendance is subject to their 

schedule. CKGSB and the Møller 

Institute reserve the right to modify 

the programme speaker list at any 

time.
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“It has been an eye opening experience to hear global Business leaders, top academies, practitioners’ 
insights from both east and west on impact innovation. The weekly group exercise session bought 
us back to reality with practical framework introduced on impact innovation, grateful to my peers’ 
contribution to the project (our business).”

Xiaobin ZHAO
Co-Founder & CEO, Cambond Ltd. 

Cambridge Independent Science & Technology Award/Cleantech 
Company of YEAR 2020 Finalist 

“The programme has strengthened my aspiration to be a sustainable leader.  Since 2009, we have 
invested in biodegradable plastic materials and applied tech innovation in our fashion business to solve 
the problem of “white pollution”.  We will further incorporate the UN 17 SDG goals in our business targets 
to contribute to a more sustainable future.”

Shuying LIN
Founder & Director, Luxsmart Group Ltd.

“For me, the programme is very timely, especially on how to implement sustainability at individual & 
corporate level. Ride on the wave of innovation for impact, and transform our company now to be ready 
for the future.  Some of the actions I decided to take after the programme are: turning my company to 
be ‘B-Corp’ certified and install the framework into the company to empower people.”
 

Xavier LOCARD

CEO, Magnum Wines & Ergum Asia Ltd; EO Member

“Before considering joining this online programme, I was a little worried about the learning experience 
of interacting with professors and my fellow group members. I would encourage people to consider 
learning online because it has proven to me to be effective in learning and interacting with people 
from around the world - there is no borders online.”

Catherine XU 
Chief Representative of International Businesses, B-soft Company; CKGSB FMBA Alumna

CHINA

CHINA

UK

FRANCE

THE Participants’ IMPACT JOURNEY

“It was a privilege to be a part of this unique programme. It is a great initiative highly recommended 
to all leaders willing to learn how to have positive impact, make a difference and contribute to a 
better world while realising their business objectives. It is a great opportunity to learn that combining 
profit and impact is not only possible but also inevitable as we have to save our planet now for future 
generations.” 

Marek STAWINSKI 

CEO, Naviparking;  Serial Entrepreneur POLAND

“The biggest take away from the programme for me is that I have started to implement UN 

Goals/initiatives & the Impact Innovation framework I learnt from the programme to some of my 

businesses.” 

Thierry TEA 

Chairman & CEO, Starline Global Industries; Serial Entrepreneur & Investor; YPO Member
CAMBODIA
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“The course brought me the chance to reflect on how innovation can be directed for the common 

good.” 

Paulo DALLA NORA MACEDO  

Head JV Partnership, FIR Capital Partners

Entrepreneur, Investor & Advisor BRAZIL

“Thanks to this programme, I am ready to reset our company’s tagline. We will try to create more 

impact by setting a clearer company purpose. Going forward I think if we keep ‘Impact’ in mind, we will 

make more differences. Making difference is the job of entrepreneurs!”

Chelsea CHEN

Founder & CEO, Gloture; EO MemberJAPAN

CLICK TO WATCH THE VIDEO
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JOIN NOW
LOCATION: Online Live & Virtual Classroom 

EFFORT: 4-5 hours/week

DURATION: 5 weeks

LANGUAGE: English 

FEE: GBP 1,950 per participant 

N.B. The programme fee includes tuition, teaching materials and access to online live and 

self-guided learning platforms. The fee stated excludes tax and you may be charged a tax 

depending on your circumstances.

Please note places are allocated in order of receipt of payment. CKGSB and the Møller 

Institute reserve the right to modify the programme dates and fee at any time. 

Participants who successfully complete this 

course will receive a Certificate endorsed 

by the University of Cambridge’s Board of 

Executive and Professional Education (BEPE) 

and Cheung Kong Graduate School of Business 

(CKGSB), and become a member of our Global 

Impact Leadership Community.

CERTIFICATE

Click or scan to join
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CONTACT YOUR PROGRAMME MANAGER

Ms Jennifer WANG

E : jenniferwang@ckgsb.edu.cn

From CKGSB:
    Receive exclusive invitation to CKGSB local 

events 

    Access to CKGSB Knowledge publications 

    Enjoy a 10% discount for future enrolment in 

CKGSB European open programmes (10% for 

your referred participants)

From the MØLLER INSTITUTE:
    Receive exclusive invitations to the Møller 

Institute alumni events

    Access to the Møller Institute publications

    Enjoy a 10% discount for future enrolment in both 

open and customised education programmes 

organised by the Møller Institute

Ms Susana LEE

E : susana.lee@chu.cam.ac.uk

Programme Alumni Benefits
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